Current trends in the automotive, aerospace and other industries are resulting in the development of exceptionally large system-level models of control law or physical system behaviors. This is especially true in the propulsion systems algorithm and software development areas. The MathWorks has been actively engaged with a number of engineering groups faced with industry demands of increased software feature content with higher complexity and a shorter turn-around time.
Introduction
Using a traditional, hand-coded software process caused long, time-consuming, iteration cycles and imposed severe limits on the number of iterations that could be performed to develop a system. This in turn required control system designers to make final design decisions without adequate information. A newer, more efficient process is to use Model-Based Design with Simulink® for system simulation and embedded target automatic code generation. With Model-Based Design, control models are graphically defined and tested against plant models using simulation. This paper describes the inherent difficulties in establishing large scale vehicle propulsion system simulation capability and how they can be solved. The MathWorks Simulink based propulsion system under development (plant and controller) model grew too large (about 650,000 Simulink blocks) and exceeded the usable memory on a desktop PC with 2 GB of RAM for normal simulation. The desktop PC system simulation capability which had been lost is crucial in the software development cycle to identify system defects early at the desk rather than later on during vehicle tests. This paper using a generic real-life example describes the key steps used to achieve the solution:
1. Initial investigation 2. Solution implementation 3. Results 4. Future plans 5. Conclusion
Initial Investigation
Using Simulink for a normal simulation of the entire propulsion system became impossible due to the system's sheer size. 
Incremental code generation
For referenced models, Simulink creates C code and binaries (DLL) to be used in simulations for computing the outputs of model blocks. If the binaries are up-to-date, that is, the binaries are not older than the models from which they were generated, no code generation occurs when models that reference them are simulated or compiled.
Solution Implementation
It became evident that on each propulsion subsystem, features which readily follow strict interface and naming rules are prime candidates for model reference components.
Empirical results show that these features as Simulink model reference blocks with simulation by execution of the generated code (DLL) of the referenced models, dramatically reduced memory footprint during execution. In Figure 3 , the two input function calls Trig_12p5ms and Trig_100ms to the feature are passed into a custom Function Call Encoder block, which produces a single function-call output and a corresponding number that indicates which of the two triggers will be invoked. 3. The user presses the Start button on the PTSystem model to simulate it. Simulink will determine which model reference component needs to be rebuilt to produce the simulation executable image (that is, the DLL) and builds it automatically. 
Results
Using the Model Reference approach, the total code generation and executable build time for the example PTSystem model of about 650,000 Simulink blocks with major five features shown above in Figure 2 as model references is approximately 40 minutes on a 3 GHz Pentium desktop PC with 2 GB of memory with Windows2000. Once the build is complete, the simulation startup time is less than 2 minutes, meaning the time elapsed from when the user presses the Simulation Start button in Simulink, to simulation starting is less than 2 minutes. This start up time can be reduced significantly by converting the remaining 30 features of the Engine Controller subsystem to model references in addition to the five major features stated above. Note that the memory consumed for PTSystem simulation shown in the figure is when there are no changes to the referenced models since the last build and therefore there was no need to rebuild simulation executable targets of referenced In such a situation, the entire system model simulation was performed on a desktop PC consuming less than 1 GB of RAM.
PTSystem simulation is operational using Simulink Model Reference capability. As noted before, features that are model referenced provide only gray box visibility inside; therefore a user needing white box access to the two largest features simultaneously (for instance Airflow_Estimation and Fuel_Control in PTSystem) may not be possible. This is because these two largest features have to be converted to normal library blocks for white box visibility, which may result in out-of-usablememory conditions during simulation. 
Future Plans

Conclusion
The Simulink Model Reference capability has revived the lost system model simulation capability for large models and is a great solution when the software development environment is a desktop PC with Microsoft 32-bit Windows. In the long term, when faster PCs and a production 64-bit Windows environment are available, using a normal simulation (without referenced models) in Simulink will be desirable due to the fact it provides white box visibility to all features and simplicity of workflow. 
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